Field Trips Welcome!
Lesson Plans Provided

Over 25 varieties of pumpkins along with gourds, mums, and other fall decor. Challenging corn maze and hay maze for all ages! Jump into the huge corn box, climb the straw tower, interact with the farm animals, try your hand at pumpkin checkers, or play at the playgrounds. Explore the inflatable corn maze or jump on the pumpkin pad. Take an adventure on the barrel train ride and look out for skeletons!

So much more to do at
Fall Fun on the Farm!

ROBERTS FARMS

574-202-2660
2085 W 900 N
Wawaka, IN 46794

ADMISSION
Age 3 & Under: FREE
Age 4 & Up: $5.00

SEPT. 15 THRU OCT. 21
Saturday: 12PM-9PM
Sunday: 12pm-7PM